
LIA Annual Conference
OHS’s first LIA class attended the annual 

spring conference at the University of 
Utah last week! Here are some of the 

highlights and awards we brought home!!

Maibelyn and Diego receive 
our Presidency Poster!

Richard Montanez, the 
creator of Hot Cheetos, was 
our keynote! Eliana snagged 
some merch he threw into 

the crowd!



Award Recipients Each LIA student submitted a competition piece 
months prior to conference. These were our 
winners! They competed against 100+ other 

schools,  with more than 3,000 students!
Brian Hernandez: Honorable Mention in Writing
Akeira Moncada: Honorable Mention in Writing
Maibelyn Herrera Cid: Scholarship Essay Winner



LIA Recognizes OHS and OMS
Each LIA school is ranked on how well they were able to meet 
their goals that they set at the beginning of the year. OHS and 

OMS were ranked as Gold LIA Schools! Big shout out to our OHS 
President, Diego Cruz, for attending the MasterMind meetings to 

help earn us this ranking!

Diego and Layla walking onto 
the main stage to represent 

our schools!



Trip Activities In addition to our conference, LIA students got the opportunity to 
visit some different locations in Salt Lake City!

Eddie, Ofelia, and 
Mercedes 

broadcasting from 
space!

Angel and Alfonso 
battling it out in this 

space simulation!

The LIA Presidency researched different locations 
to visit and decided on the Clark Planetarium. It 
was a super fun and hands-on museum where 
students learned about the planets and space!



LIA Donates to the Salt Lake City Rescue Mission

When we arrived in Salt Lake City, Principal Longoria had the awesome idea to donate our 
leftover lunch and breakfast items to the local mission. OHS and OMS LIA proudly stepped up to 

the plate to help serve those in need. Being able to perform this act of service during our 
conference trip was such a special experience and moment for our students and teachers. 


